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ABSTRACT
Non-traditional students make up approximately 20% of the undergraduate student population
nationwide and are one of few segments of the student population that are not provided with
targeted programs and services. To help this cohort achieve their goals whilst universities can
increase their retention rates, this research begins a review of the non-traditional student
literature to gain an understanding of what this population faces as far as barriers to their
education. The literature also provides recommendations and further information in retention
efforts to support the student during their academic years. Next, an analysis of non-traditional
student support services at 4-year public universities was conducted between 15 different
institutions, including the University of Central Florida. Only two of the universities in this study
had a department or office specifically to support the needs of this cohort, one being the smallest
universities in this research study and the other was one of the largest. Three more universities
researched have a program dedicated to these students. The remaining 10 universities had little
to no non-traditional student support structures in place at their university. This research
provides 34 different methods for providing non-traditional student support to universities across
the nation.
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INTRODUCTION
In the ever-changing climate of our national needs for educational advancement, it is not
surprising that our higher education institutions have seen an increase in non-traditional student
enrollment. With the increased enrollment of these students, comes an increase in demand to
support the non-traditional student body at the undergraduate level. Graduate students and their
corresponding programs are usually already tailored to the working adult. However, it is the
non-traditional students at the undergraduate level that are in need of significant support at public
four-year universities such as at the University of Central Florida (UCF). Standards and
procedures currently meet the needs of the traditional student population that comprise more than
three-quarters of admitted students in higher education. However, at the University of Central
Florida, the non-traditional student population comprises more than a fifth of the student body
and this considerable cohort may need additional resources as a whole.
According to the National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES), the term
“traditional” undergraduate student, “characterized here as one who earns a high school diploma,
enrolls full time immediately after finishing high school, depends on parents for financial
support, and either does not work during the school year or works part time – is the exception
rather than the rule” (2002). As the term “non-traditional” has varying definitions according to
multiple studies, this research defines “non-traditional student” primarily as age 25 and older. At
this level, non-traditional students can also include sub-characteristics of: with or without
children, married or unmarried, and with or without outside part-time or full-time gainful
employment. Outside obligations beyond school (children, spouses, employment, etc.) clearly

characterize a non-traditional student in this study. While there are many variations of what
students must take on to complete their undergraduate degree, most students in higher education
fall in the traditional category of no children, live at home, no need for employment, and attend
full-time. Additional characteristics for “non-traditional student” and “traditional student”
criteria are defined by the U.S. Department of Education and will not be a primary focus in this
research (2016). This research focuses on non-traditional students age 25 and older and the
factors that help support successful degree completion.
Reporting for the 2015 year on the UCF Facts website, University of Central Florida is
the second largest university in the United States with a total population of 63,002 enrolled
students. 55,773 students are enrolled as undergraduates and 8,031 are enrolled as graduate
students, approximately 87% and 13% respectively. However, their statistics indicate that 23%
of the total population at UCF is comprised of students 25 years and over which equates to
approximately 14,000 non-traditional students (UCF Facts 2014-2015, n.d.). And, even if the
13% of the graduate level students were all 25 years old or older (which many are not), that still
leaves approximately 12,000 undergraduates age 25 and older. That is still 19% of the total
student population. That makes the non-traditional population by age about a fifth of the total
population. For the University of Central Florida’s Institutional Knowledge Management (IKM)
preliminary Fall 2016 statistics, there are 10,098 undergraduates aged 25 years or older as shown
in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Table 3 includes all of the IKM statistics for the preliminary count.
Comparatively, approximately 21% of undergraduate students enrolled in higher education are
over the age of 25 years according to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
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(2015). With such a large portion of students, a new plan must be put in place to train, retain,
and graduate this significant student population.
Let us use an example for a moment: If the average age of a high school graduate is 18,
and a non-traditional student does not go into college (for the example of this research) until the
age of 25 (or older), then the student has spent seven years outside of an academic environment.
For those students who have not returned until they are 30, 40, or 50 years of age, the academic
enrollment gap extends to 12 years, 22 years, and 32 years respectively. When a non-traditional
student has been out of school for that long of a time, the decision to ‘go back’ to school is in
fact a decision to begin anew. According to the statistics presented in this paper, that 10,098
students at UCF are 25 years old or older as an undergraduate student, means that approximately
10,000 students have not been inside higher education for seven years or more. The university
environment has changed significantly from the year 2010 to the year 2017 in the areas of
technological advancements, construction of departments, and the generational culture change
from one incoming student cohort to the next. The gaps in time present a great challenge to
students attending university due to the changing environment. If a student has spent seven years
or 22 years out of school, the decision to begin a university education is one of great magnitude
to the student themselves and their social circles. An understanding and a need for validation
seem entirely relevant to the non-traditional cohort.
Previous literature described in this research outlines several areas that non-traditional
students struggle with when entering higher education such as: learning how to learn again,
technology skills, time management, and finding meaningful friendships to avoid loneliness.
These indicators for improvement at the university level can include support for non-traditional
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students by increased technological support; increased flexibility with academic elements,
increased writing support customized to non-traditional student needs, and increased social
support, among others. Many researchers have already and are continuing to study the effects of
returning to school past the age of 25 for those considered non-traditional. Approximately “40%
or four in 10 undergraduate students are 25 years or older, a 4 percentage point increase from
2008” according to the Center for Postsecondary and Economic Success (CPES) (Fast Facts).
The purpose of this research is to examine the predictors of non-traditional student success in
higher education. It is hypothesized that non-traditional students that receive more support from
their higher education institution will achieve greater academic success.
From 2012 to 2022, the non-traditionally aged student enrollment in college is projected
to grow more than twice as fast as for traditional age students, 8.7% and 21.7%, respectively
(Fast Facts). That is a huge market of the student population that is not being specifically
tailored to in order to aid success. With this increase in non-traditional students into higher
education, and having access to multiple institutions such as online academies and for-profit
options in which to increase their skill sets, universities around the country will need to adapt
and aid this student cohort. CPES also found that, “At four-year schools, only 57.2 percent of
full-time, first-time students graduate within six years” (2015). Another alarming statistic that
shows there are barriers that are hidden and need to be discovered in order to raise the graduation
rates.
With increased enrollment comes increased revenue for the university and state systems,
a factor that cannot be ignored. As university finances cannot be ignored, neither can the needs
to the student. CPES also noted that, “In 1979, the maximum Federal Pell Grant award covered
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about three-fourths of the total cost of attending a four-year college. Today, the maximum award
covers only about one third of the cost for tuition, fees, room and board.” That statistic is
alarming in that the raising of the tuition and fees has become a barrier for programs that were
put in place to aid all students who qualified under the program. For many non-traditional
students, they simply do not qualify for programs such as the Federal Pell Grant. According to a
report by Moody’s Investors Service in the 2012 Annual Sector Outlook for U.S. Higher
Education - Higher Education & Other Not-For-Profit Teleconference, it is described that,
“Enrollment growth and outreach to non-traditional students, through distance learning, multisite operations” were possible avenues for growth (2012). This is an important aspect for
universities to consider because attracting non-traditional students is a small challenge to
universities, but retaining the non-traditional students in school is where support is needed. The
report also states, “Student demand and net tuition growth remain strongest for those that are
most affordable, reputable, and programmatically diversified.” The diverse options of large
universities via academic, athletic, and other programs is already established within most large
universities. However, to the average university, there is little evidence of diversity inclusion for
the non-traditional student cohort.
Finally, the Moody’s report states, “There is no real threat from substitutes for "the
college experience" for 18-23 year old students even given online growth.” This is a very
powerful statement because without the established brick-and-mortar university-level education
the tradition of a “college experience” is impossible. The online options for students simply
qualify an end goal, but do not provide a well-rounded experience for student development. In
addition, non-traditional students at large universities that are not supported in their educational
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goals, also miss out on the “college experience.” They miss out on opportunities for making
friends, learning from others, having new experiences through student organizations, and
sometimes lack time/money/motivation to be a fully engaged student without additional support
structures coming from the university. The growth prediction CPES of almost 22% is a
substantial area of the student population to understand, and respond to with avenues of support.
With so many obstacles to graduating a non-traditional student, remedies, examples, and ideas
must be found in order to raise the national education threshold and to change the outcomes for
the next generation. This research describes some barriers and some predictors of academic
success for non-traditional college students.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
There are a multitude of non-traditional student oriented articles available to be reviewed,
however, this research will focus on several distinct areas of concern for non-traditional students:
learning, skills building, achievements, time management, and avoiding loneliness. The
following research articles were collected to help demonstrate the areas of concern that would
need to be included in the qualifying as non-traditional student support services, programs,
organizations, and/or departments. This research compiled from previous research in this
domain can outline potential efforts and future possibilities that a 4-year public university can
choose to support the growing non-traditional student population.

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT LEARNING
In a study by Bamber and Tett (2000), the researchers sought answers to the student
learning experiences for non-traditional students. Their goal was to understand and explore better
ways to incorporate these students into higher education while helping them overcome their
obstacles. Their research stems from a group of 18 working-class students who were neither
academically experienced for higher education nor were from communities that supported
advanced education through formal higher education instruction. At the beginning of the
program, many of the non-traditional students faced significant hurdles that had to be faced in
order to progress through the program in order to graduate. Over the course of the study, they
found that the sustained commitment required of higher education, financial difficulties to their
families, along with negative attitudes of their pre-existing social world, led them to have greater
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difficulties in completing their degree. The four stages outlined in their research that this cohort
of students had to face included: entitlement, disposition, theory-practice approach, and
professionalism. The first challenge students had to face was the idea of “entitlement” to a
higher education institution. Many students were from backgrounds and communities where
higher education was of little importance. This extended to the social spheres of friends, family,
and other loved ones who were either discouraging to the student’s wishes to attend a university,
or were supportive of the student making a positive transition in their life. The latter provided
the greatest benefit to the student. Overall, the “entitlement” concept was transitioning from the
idea that “other people” get to go to higher education, and in this program, that “entitlement”
needed to change within the student accepting that they were now entitled to get a university
education. The second challenge many of the students faced within the program was between
their thinking abilities towards the higher education program. The previous ideas that they could
not achieve such a valuable education and that the academic environment was not for them, was
a large step towards degree completion. Once the student decided intellectually that higher
education was a place to “turn towards” they were able to progress in their transition. The third
stage of challenge the students experienced was in the “theory-practice” reality of higher
education. Previous to entering the program in the study, the students had been working in the
community on just the “practice” elements of their job. Without the understanding of why they
were performing the duties of their jobs, they simply continued to do their jobs without
understanding the greater meaning of their efforts. Through the program, the administrators and
instructors were able to help these students take their real life experiences and blend the two
together to make the material more relevant to the student. One solution they found was with
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student assignments and their submission time frames. Students were allowed to submit their
work on time, and would have subsequent attempts to correct their work. This aided the nontraditional student learning experience because they began to form the structures needed to
follow the requirements needed for academic submissions. Another aspect that was found to be
helpful to students was the ability to have small group discussions instead of large lecture hall
instruction. With the small groups, the non-traditional students were able to take the material
and transform it from the theory to the practice through the discussions and assistance from other
students in putting the material into a comprehensible context. The last challenge that the
students faced was the idea of “professionalism.” Most of the students began the program with
the idea of simply getting the degree. Due to their lack of understanding for what higher
education provides to students, they simply wanted the degree. Through the program and the
learning of course materials, students began to appreciate what higher education had to offer
them. Their need to simply get a degree transformed into a need to be a professional. That
meant, “…appreciating the big picture, gaining some ‘distance’ from those being served, action
on the basis of principles, using theory, theorizing, and arguing a case and exercising the
authority inherent in a given role.” The students gained an appreciation of becoming a
professional with the understanding that all of their classes had lead them to not only their
degree, but a sense of self-confidence that they understood more about the world and
subsequently their role in it. As a direct result of seeing the impact of their higher education on
themselves and their families, their fundamental idea of education had changed. They no longer
saw themselves as an inadequate member of society, but as an engaged learner who had faced
significant obstacles to obtain their degree. This created a new idea within themselves that they
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could take on new challenges and new learning. With their new found confidence many of the
students had new aspirations to continue learning and improve themselves. This study found,
“conditions associated with a sense of integration in connection with
academic learning programs included: the active use and appreciation of
different forms of knowledge (for example, experiential, tacit, practical);
the making of connections across disciplinary boundaries; and a positive
valuing and use of personal and social differences within a group.”
The non-traditional students in the program were found to need more introductory level
classes to help with the integration of their previous life experiences towards the university level
materials in the classroom. Their skill sets were also in need of adjustment to the higher
expectations demanded in higher education. Tutoring in writing was needed for writing in
academia, a skill that had not been needed in their previous occupations prior to entering the
university. General comprehension skills are needed to for reading the textbooks and academic
materials, again due to a lack of need in their previous jobs. Basic study skills were needed to be
retaught to the non-traditional students since they had been out of school for some time. Most of
the non-traditional students benefited greatly from extensive verbal and written feedback along
with coaching on their submissions prior to the deadline. This aspect of higher education is a
transformative element for both the student and the professors. The entire aspect of writing is
defining and outlining thoughts in a concise and clear method to convey a message. Instructors
and/or support staff that aid the non-traditional students in this manner create a student who is
able to articulate themselves in writing and in speech. This study’s program had a “home” base
for which students were able to meet with support personnel as well as to meet up with other
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students in the program. This element of the program was essential as it provided a constant
place of support. Higher education offers many opportunities for students to find a “home” base
with various programs, departments, and some student organizations. The students in this
program found a place that was tailored to serve their needs as a non-traditional student. The
study concludes with the recommendation for improvement is a “two-way” process that includes
both the student and the institution. The student must be ready to transform, and the institution
must be ready to begin to develop that transformation in order for the non-traditional student to
enjoy a successful experience in higher education.

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS TRAINING & TECHNOLOGY SKILL SETS
Safford & Stinton (2016) researched the barriers of digital distance learning for nontraditional students in order to broaden the abilities of student success. The research was
conducted in order to expose the various difficulties the students were having with the
technological aspects of entering higher education. The students entering their program lacked
access and/or experience to technology in their previous careers and/or in the home. From this
void of technological infiltration in their daily lives, the students struggled in various ways. The
students’ barriers identified were, ‘where and when to go online, finding support for digital
study, navigating virtual learning environments, knowing what is relevant, variable or no
technologies in the workplace, making connections between workplace technologies and ICT for
study, and storing and organizing digital information.’ From this, they experienced academic
and social anxiety at various times when trying to understand the technological needs that were
in demand. Cognitive overload was also described as a factor due to having little experience
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with the academic demands associated with obtaining higher education. For some of the
students, learning to zip a file was their first time performing the task in order to upload an
assignment. Many of the students reported trouble even getting to the internet to begin their
studies for the day. Some responses were noted as very difficult to get online during the day to
complete studying due to work commitments, child care commitments, and other obligations.
‘Participants report going online to study early in the morning, after 5 p.m., after 8 p.m., after 10
p.m., and even later in the evening’. This created another issue that when the student was
actually able to sit and study or submit assignments, they may experience technical issues. The
computer support departments help to alleviate the anxiety of a computer not working, or the
submission site is broken, or having family asleep to ask for additional help became problematic
to some students. With an adjustment to academic workload, and then technological barriers,
retention becomes an issue. The knowledge of these fundamental skill sets can be taught to the
student who must learn them quickly. Another major hurdle to the technological barriers the
researchers uncovered was the handling of digital information. Without prior experience, or
institution-lead training of the subject, students had difficulties with understanding the need to
organize the files, how to organize the digital files for easier retrieval later, where and what to
store as a file, and having the understanding of the relevance until it became too late. However,
student results indicated that the flexibility of online classes allowed them to manage their home
and personal needs while still accessing their schoolwork at a time convenient for them. Another
aspect, having printed materials along with learning to use digital devices, aided in the portability
of the learning experience. One of the non-traditional students reported, “I print out everything.”
This leads to greater flexibility to study lecture materials while waiting in the office at a doctor’s
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appointment. Their results emphasized that non-traditional students cannot assume they
understand all that is needed in the digital environment and guidance from the institution should
begin early. Generic study skills along with generic technology skill training could be made
available to all incoming students to make sure they have a process to evaluate their own
awareness of the academic technological demands.
Hanks and Heller (1999) focused their research and recommendations on the writing
abilities of non-traditional students. The ability to write is one that is trained for the cognitive
clarity to express oneself coherently. The clearer and more concise a student’s writing becomes
the better they are able to articulate themselves in more professional environments. Writing, not
only clears the mind, but also clears the speech. The researchers continue the idea that nontraditional students need significant updating of their technology skills in general, but many also
need specific software skills, such as word processing, in order to write and submit papers. This
adds a second element of learning that is often hidden until it comes to the point of necessity.
The students in the study come from manufacturing backgrounds whose companies have moved
out of the town. They come to higher education with, ‘fear of failure, which would mean no new
job, fear of academia, fear of unfamiliar ideas, fear born of stereotypes, and preconceptions.’
The researchers continue with a need to address those issues by the institution in order to retain
those students which leads to their graduation. The struggle begins in the writing center with
students entering asking, “What do the professors want?” The transition that the non-traditional
students had to learn was, “What do I have to say?” The researchers found that with the writing
center built around a one-on-one contact scenario, it allowed the non-traditional students to
express what they meant freely, and then were guided toward what the professor was seeking.
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The tutors were restricted from giving answers and were taught to help the new student to learn
to think, which was another frustration point for the students learning to critically analyze issues.
Not only were the writing and thinking a critical part of the non-traditional student development,
but the specific technological aspects of writing were of great concern for some students. Some
had never used a keyboard and did not know about a standard keyboard layout, let alone how to
type. Once typing skills were identified, working with a word processing software program
became the next struggle. While some students had some familiarity of some issues, none of the
students were proficient with higher education standards in any writing or technological area.
The researchers identified ways to help the non-traditional student succeed with the various
obstacles by, ‘combining techniques of collaborative learning, peer tutoring, listening, and
referring’ to the non-traditional student. One of the recommendations includes tutor modeling
where the student sees tutors in action and can model the behavior, such as active reading, active
listening techniques, writing in the margins, and speech that includes academic vocabulary.
Another was listening to the non-traditional students and their life experiences. Having the tutor
help the student combine their rich life experiences into their academic work was found to be
very helpful to the students’ overall satisfaction and connection with the materials. Lastly, a way
that was found to beneficial to the non-traditional students was helping them to identify their
preferred learning style: ‘Beverly likes to work with written words […] Kevin talks through his
writing problems […] Anne draws diagrams’. When the student becomes aware of their
preferred modality, they are then able to transfer this into other areas of their lives to achieve
their goals, inside and outside of academia.
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NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS’ NEED TO ACHIEVE
Komarraju et al. (2009) performed a study that included over 308 undergraduates (95%
ranged between 18 and 24 years old) who completed the Five Factor Inventory and the
Academic Motivations Scale to analyze the relationships between the two variables. Utilizing
Ryan & Deci’s Self-Determination Theory (2000) to enhance their study, they examined the
relationship between personality traits and motivations in academic contexts. The Big Five traits
include: Openness, Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, Extroversion, and Neuroticism to identify
personality traits and a wide range of behaviors. There is substantial research in this area of
identifying the many relationships identified by the Big Five and various positive and negative
behaviors in common environments. The Academic Motivations Scale ‘operationalizes selfdetermination theory by measuring intrinsic, extrinsic, and amotivation in academic contexts’
(Vallerand, 1992). Intrinsic motivation is motivation that comes from within one’s self that
produces a motivation that is void of external fluctuations (i.e. challenge, pride, feelings of
accomplishment, self-respect, etc.). Extrinsic motivation is motivation that comes from outside
the self in the form of more tangible elements (i.e. more time, more money, more things, etc.).
Students who are intrinsically motivated are those that seek challenge and strive to achieve based
on their own beliefs about themselves. Extrinsically motivated students are motivated by outside
influences such as: parents, peers, job promotion, a pay raise, and base their efforts on those
attainments. Amotivated students are those students who disengage from classes, social events,
and eventually drop out. The researchers combined the test measures to identify additional
aspects between personality, motivation, and achievement. Their results regarding academic
achievement include students ‘high intrinsic motivation to accomplish may achieve their greater
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academic success by manifesting higher levels of conscientious behaviors such as being selfdisciplined, organization, attending class, and studying systematically.’ They found in their
research that the Big Five were significant predictors of GPA based on the results of their study.
They found that students who were more ‘conscientious, open, neurotic, agreeable, and who
have strong desire to accomplish are likely to have higher GPAs’. They found that the simple
success strategies used in regular professional life such as self-discipline and staying organized
lead to increased academic success. Non-traditional students may benefit from increased training
for the independent learning environment that higher education demands.
Tilley (2014) conducted a study on traditional and non-traditional students in an online,
non-traditional university whom were taking an accelerated psychology course where the
average age of participants was 33. The study was conducted via an online survey of the students
who were primarily taking online courses. In their research they found that non-traditional
students preferred a flexible academic approach due to outside commitments (i.e. work, family,
etc.). The results indicated that there was little difference in outside stressors or academic selfconcept, however there was a significant difference in intrinsic academic motivation. These
results support the idea that for non-traditional students the desire to achieve is relevant.
Surprisingly, the study also revealed that the non-traditional students who were married had a
significantly lower level of stress. These results may also incorporate additional cognitive
coping skills with stress and maturity gained through general life experience for older students.
Interestingly, the researchers also noted that ‘the adjustment in returning to school after an
enrollment gap, including a need for validation for making such a major life change, can also
create challenges for non-traditional students.’ When a student has been out of school for seven,
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15, or 20 years, support and validation that they are making the right choice in advancing their
education is crucial. This support can come from instructors, administrative staff, peers, support
staff, tutors, and various other personnel in university life.

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT TIME
Rubin and Wright (2015) conducted research into the area of social class differences
mediating social integration in higher education. They surveyed over 800 students in total
between two universities from different countries with ages ranging from 17 to 59 years. Their
research uncovered elements of social integration from this cohort leads to, ‘better learning,
cognitive growth, critical thinking skills, and personal and moral development’. They predicted
that older university students would have less time to integrate at university-wide activities than
younger students and the resistance arose from outside obligations to maintaining outside, offcampus work opportunities. They found that the cost of society membership fees, social events,
on-campus drinks, and on-campus meals lead to financial stress. For some, the decisions
between where to use the money were either on campus or at home. Their results found that the
working class students were less secure with their finances due to outside commitments (i.e.
childcare, family obligations, etc.) and with low-wage work due to their lack of a degree for
higher job prospects. They simply had less money for socializing than did the younger students
who didn’t have as many financial obligations as the working class students. The time aspect of
working class students also left them in a deficit due to the need for them to be responsible to
others outside of the university (i.e. children, other family, community obligations, etc.). Their
results confirmed older students have less time and less money to participate in social integration
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areas established for traditional students. A suggestion for improvement for the working class
students with families was to improve on-campus and close-to-campus living accommodations
that take into account a family situation. The closer the housing is to campus, the higher the
overall price of housing becomes because many housing options are rented by the room. A
family does not rent by the room, but by the house. The cost of renting by the room in standard
single individual housing options make the total overall cost of the housing astronomical. Drive
a few miles away and the housing options become more realistic for a family where only one
person is working full-time, and the other is working part-time while going to school.
University-lead housing options only open to family situations to help accommodate the travel
issues with the non-traditional student would be a way to aid in the retention with location no
longer being a source of stress but of relief due to the proximity of the university. The
researchers also suggest implementing on-campus child care facilities, to aid in the student’s
success with reduced transportation time to handle to logistics of the child care as well as having
care available for those times when a student needs to take an exam and won’t be in attendance
all day. The flexibility for the student to ensure their child is being taken care of so close to
campus or on campus eases the students’ stress in order for them to focus more on studies and
increase engagement for on campus activities. Finally, they suggest creating online forums that
do not require campus attendance in order to aid social integration. The researchers found that in
several ways, the working class students had significant issues to overcome during their time in
university, however, the suggestions for future ideas could create an even more inclusive, and
productive, environment on the university campus for these non-traditional students.
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The White House issued a report in 2014 to evaluate and understand the barriers for lowincome students to achieve higher education (2014). Many of their recommendations also crossover to the needs of non-traditional students such as funding micro scholarships (pg. 34). The
ability to serve non-traditional student needs through micro-scholarships can serve to aid in
supporting student club membership fees, national organization student membership fees,
transportation costs, and other indiscernible financial obstacles that non-traditional students often
encounter when attempting to experience university life at the fullest.

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL LONELINESS
Another study by Meuleman et. al. (2015) examined non-traditional student testimonies
regarding their experiences in higher education. Their research focused on the type of nontraditional students who were the first person in their family to attend a university, rural students,
and international students. They identify the need for a workforce that is more educated and that
higher education enrollment trends are expected to increase in the coming years for nontraditional students, as well as traditional students. Their research wanted to identify any
possible inequalities in the services available to their study group and to identify ways to balance
them as the student begins their first year. The researchers wanted to identify and isolate the
differences between emotional and social loneliness. ‘Emotional loneliness is described as the
absence of an attachment figure that provides emotional support, while social loneliness reflects
a lack of social integration into a new community or peer group.’ It is important to recognize
that in the context of non-traditional students who have many reasons for being qualified as
‘non-traditional,’ inclusiveness at university is clearly not one of them. The researchers describe
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emotional loneliness as not having another person to confide inner emotions to such as would be
expected in an academic environment due to low marks on an assignment, fear of joining new
groups, feelings of isolation, and general lack of social support in academia in which to express
and develop an emotional support contact. Social loneliness they describe as being the only
student on the entire campus with the knowledge and problems you have. As a non-traditional
student, each person brings with them their own set of individual life experiences and specific
relevant problems outside and inside academia. Social loneliness is expressed due to a lack of
integration with peers, other non-traditional peers, who also have the same specific relevant
problems outside and inside academia. Realistically, finding friends with backgrounds that are
similar and time permitting when facing academic and non-academic challenges create a
significant hurdle for the student. Not having any friends who understand you is demotivating.
Non-traditional students need outlets for developing a sense of community within the university
environment and social inclusion practices that will lead to their graduation. It is no surprise that
the reports indicate loneliness, feeling different from their younger peers, and feelings of being
overwhelmed as non-traditional student struggles. Another development in the research through
the qualitative method was the students’ explanations of various barriers to their academic
adjustment. They expressed concern that from the moment their university career began they
were expected to have adjusted to time tables, workload expectations, assignment needs, and
know how to manage self-directed learning with no targeted support. One student in particular
described attending university akin to having a part-time job, as in the student attended lecture
then went home to study. This aspect leaves out the possibility of forming friendships before,
during, or after study time and to gain support from others to help alleviate the sense of
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loneliness. The researchers also identified that the entire purpose of attending university is not
only about getting grades and getting a degree, but it is about personal development. This
personal development of the non-traditional student is not a point of self-awareness initially
when beginning to attend a university, but ultimately is found through the progression of the
degree. A notable intervention from the institution should be a starting point for the retention of
this cohort. ‘It is about constructing a new identity the researchers claim, and this fundamental
aspect is not left solely to the traditional-aged students, but should be informed to the nontraditional students as well. Their findings supported the need for higher education to place
special emphasis on the needs of non-traditional students.

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT FRIENDSHIPS
Another study by Rubin and Wright (2014) examined age differences regarding
friendships in higher education and their relevant social classes. The researchers surveyed 376
first-year undergraduates whose ages ranged from 17 to 53 years. Their research was focused on
understanding if working class students had fewer friends than the middle class students, and if
their results would show that working class students were older which would attribute to the
problem. It is found heavily across the intersections of retention that social integration in
academic environments helps anchor a student to continuing with their degree plans. They find,
‘social integration also leads to changes in students’ attitudes, articulateness, dress sense, and
sociability, which can increase job prospects.’ Their research found age differences in working
class and middle class students’ levels of friendships. Their findings that working class students
reported that having friends who were directly relevant to their identity as being of low
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importance. The researchers also found that the working class students were less concerned and
less open toward making friends. If most non-traditional students partaking in university
instruction believe that they need to get to the degree as an end goal, and do not understand the
need for personal development in the process, it would make sense that these students would not
think to seek out friendships. It also goes without saying that having friends that are 7, 12, 22, or
even 32 years younger than the student can make relatability an issue for a long-standing
relationship in an academic environment. Those large gaps in age with non-traditional students
create resistance to the idea of having peers who understand the life transitions for an older-than18 cohort. It was also mentioned that working class students weren’t truly seeking more
friendships, inside or outside of the university. A lack of awareness on the value of academic
friendships can be attributed to the goal-seeking nature of the initiate non-traditional student,
however, it cannot be ignored. In various forms, the researchers found potential influences
surrounding friendship formation such as: ‘accommodation arrangements, campus attendance,
finances for socializing, time spent studying, ethnicity, minority group status, and perceived
interpersonal similarity.’ The researchers provide ideas for increased support to the working
class non-traditional students including on-campus housing for students with immediate family
in order for the student to be more integrated with the university. Another level of integration
could come from the academic staff as the researchers found, ‘induction activities, collaborative
learning, collaborative teaching, field trips, opt-out peer mentoring, and staff-organized social
events.’ The research findings also mention that in order for these ideas to be successful, they
need to take into account the age of the participants, and held at appropriate times for the
participants to attend. They suggest online social networking as an additional way to aid
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integration at any hour of the day. Finally, they suggest improving the awareness of nontraditional students through information-sharing campaigns targeted towards helping them
understand social integration as a critical part of inclusiveness, sense of belonging, and
ultimately their retention and graduation. This should also include the emotionally supportive
aspects of making new non-traditional friends who understand them more than their traditional
peers. Their study results increase the awareness regarding non-traditional student needs and
provide some direction on potential ways to mitigate various obstacles this cohort may
encounter.
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NONTRADITIONAL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT PROGRAM
MODELS
As is described on the University of Central Florida Institutional Knowledge
Management site for Strategic Planning: Benchmarking Peers,
“UCF has developed a list of peer institutions for benchmarking purposes.
Fourteen “comparison” institutions are appropriate for benchmarking
comparisons, while eight additional “aspirational” institutions are considered to
be stronger in some measures and may be of assistance in various planning and
target-setting exercises.”
To aspire to be more service-oriented to the established, and growing, non-traditional student
population, this research includes national university programs that are “aspirational” for
universities to have a resource for “various planning and target-setting exercises.”
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
Located in between the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean, the University of Central
Florida (UCF) is located in a large suburban city with a huge undergraduate population
(n=54,662). According to College Navigator see Table 4, UCF offers degrees from the
Associate level to the Doctoral level for its total student population (n=62,953). The average
undergraduate age reported for both 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 is 22.9 years old as shown in
Table 1 and Table 2. An initial search of the www.ucf.edu website, through its own search bar,
found a variety of information specifically regarding non-traditional students. Within the 20
results on the UCF website, most focused on non-traditional students. As shown in Table 5, The
third search result shows a link to the Non-traditional Student Association. However, after a full
review of the website links, the student organization is not active. The Computer Workshop link
on the main page links to another page that is empty and shows the date of Summer 1996.
There are several articles and links regarding the “Non-traditional Knights” (the NTK Project)
that began in 2008 intending to focus on non-traditional needs. However, this was also inactive
and the website links are dead. The Admissions website does not have any information
regarding non-traditional students. There were no scholarship resources, however, there was a
notation to the Women’s Club at UCF who has annual scholarships targeted specifically to nontraditional students and fundraising activities. The Women’s Club offers scholarships only to
non-traditional undergraduate and graduate students. There were several research articles written
on the topic of non-traditional students and were listed in the results on the STARS Library
website. UCF has a Transfer and Transition Services department with several resources for
students transferring into the university. However, neither in the mission statement nor in the
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vision statement are non-traditional students identified as needing focused support. There are no
resources listed indicating support for non-traditional transfer students. Overall, there is very
little information regarding support of UCF’s student population aged 25 and older. This does
not include the other non-traditional students with varying characteristics, but in fact there are no
discernable support services for the non-traditional student cohort.

UCF BENCHMARK PEERS SEARCH
All profile site information for each of the universities in this section are referenced in
Table 6 for Comparison universities and Table 13 for Aspirational universities as related to UCF.
All search results screens had 10 results per screen and two screens were reviewed for a total of
the top twenty website links related to non-traditional students as determined directly within the
university’s own website. See Table 27 for keyword terms within a university’s website. All
departments and/or programs listed within the university descriptions are listed in the tables as
indicated in each university review section. University overview information was compiled from
College Navigator and are shown in Table 28 for Comparison universities and Table 29 for
Aspirational universities.
BENCHMARK COMPARISON UNIVERSITIES
Florida Atlantic University
Located in the southeastern region of the state, Florida Atlantic University (FAU) is
located in a smaller city yet boasts a large undergraduate population (n=25,471). FAU offers
degrees from the Associate level to the Doctoral level for its total student population (n=30,380).
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After a comprehensive search of the www.fau.edu website through its own search bar, see Table
7, there was very little in terms of information that was available regarding non-traditional
students. In the mission statement of the College of Business it read, “…decision-sciences
disciplines for traditional and non-traditional students across the College of Business…” which
incorporated both types of students. Of the twenty results reviewed, “non-traditional” referred to
a non-traditional entry of high school students. The Transfer Student Service Center aided
students transferring into the university, but no explicit information about non-traditional cohort.
There were zero university search results that related to non-traditional student support.

Florida International University
Located in the south Florida, Florida International University (FIU) is located in a large
city and has a large undergraduate population (n=41,032). FIU offers degrees from the Associate
level to the Doctoral level for its total student population (n=49,782). After a comprehensive
search of the www.fiu.edu website through its own search bar, see Table 8, there was very little
in terms of information that was available regarding non-traditional students. Of the twenty
items across two pages of results, the extent of the non-traditional student information was
regarding afterthought articles including a non-traditional factor to the students achievement
story. The Transfer and Transition Services were reviewed as well as Admissions and no distinct
non-traditional student service information was found. There were several articles written by
FIU students regarding the topic of non-traditional students submitted which were available at
the Digital Commons, FIU’s internal publishing repository. The Graduation Success Initiatives
program was created to help students complete their degree by offering support initiatives to
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student success, however, there was no mention of non-traditional student specific support.
There were zero university search results that related to directly non-traditional student support.

Georgia State University
Located in north central Georgia, Georgia State University (GSU) is located in a large
city with a large undergraduate population (n=25,140). GSU offers degrees from the Bachelor
level to the Doctoral level for its total student population (n=32,058). An initial search of the
www.gsu.edu website through its own search bar found some information that was available
regarding non-traditional students see Table 9. GSU has a specific subsite within the
Admissions area that relates to non-traditional students. They explain the process of how to
apply as a freshman as a nontraditional student returning to school after a leave from the
education track. Non-traditional students may enter directly after placing well on GSU’s
evaluation exam that is called the “Accuplacer.” This exam tests the skill level of the returning
student in the areas of algebra, reading, and writing. If they pass, and meet the other standard
qualifications, they may enter GSU as a freshman. The site gives hope to those who do not pass
the exam by suggesting they take community college coursework to increase their knowledge
and reapply at a later time. It then offers a direct link to the Transfer Student website if the
student chooses to gain access via transferring instead. Non-traditional scholarships were also
found within the top 20 results in the search. “Scholarships for Adult-Learners” is a .pdf file
showing nine scholarships specifically tailored to non-traditional students. Another support tool
that was found for traditional and non-traditional students was access to another pdf called the
“Resume and CV Guide.” This guide has general career center information about creating a
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resume and CV but also had a specific section tailored to returning non-traditional students.
There were examples of three non-traditional student resumes to show the student how to format
their information from before, during, and/or after their time in the university. For the “Student
Life and Development Committee Minutes” dated October 16, 2014, there was a reference to a
"Non-traditional Student Association" as an organization. However, after further searching on
the website, there was no active association to be found. GSU provided several resources for
non-traditional students on their site: entry options to the university, scholarship information,
career-change information, and the awareness that non-traditional students are a distinct
population at this university. While there was not a strong presence within the search results,
there was notable information to provide some assistance to non-traditional students.

University of Houston
Located in southeastern Texas, the University of Houston (UH) is located in a large city
with a huge undergraduate population (n=34,830). UH offers degrees from the Bachelor level to
the Doctoral level for its total student population (n=42,704). An initial search of the
www.uh.edu website through its own search bar found a variety of information specifically
regarding non-traditional students see Table 10. Within the 20 results on the UH website, most
focused on non-traditional students. The “Non-Traditional Student Organization” is a registered
student organization, ‘which addresses the needs and challenges of Non-Traditional Students
who may be unfamiliar with the university environment’. The Center for Student Involvement
has an awards ceremony to recognize campus leaders, one specifically targeted to the nontraditional student leader that, ‘acknowledges and honors the efforts of students committed to
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excelling academically and contributing positively to campus through student involvement while
balancing various roles as a non-traditional student’. This award not only recognizes the
leadership efforts of a student from this specific population, but also acknowledges within the
award that their leadership on campus was performed while also having to take care of other
responsibilities off campus. Of critical importance, was the aspect within the 2016-2017 Student
Handbook in the Shared Values section, a type of mission statement, that non-traditional students
are specifically recognized as being a part of the ‘dynamic mix’ of students. This is important
for a university to have a non-traditional statement in their mission as it brings into focus that the
university is not only serving approximately 80% of their population of students, but all of their
students. At the University of Houston, the Student Information and Assistance Center has
specifically noted being open extended hours to, ‘serve evening and non-traditional students’
according to the Dean of Students Office Report on the SFAC Program Questionnaire Responses
for Fiscal Year 2013. Those hours are still in effect as of the writing of this report. Additionally,
there were links to scholarship information and ways to find information. UH provided several
options within the search results for non-traditional students to understand that they are included
within the universities ideas of educating non-traditional students. While there was not a huge
presence within the search results, there was notable information to provide assistance to nontraditional students.

University of South Florida
Located on the west coast of central Florida on the shores of the Gulf of Mexico, the
University of South Florida (USF) is located in a large city with a huge undergraduate population
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(n=31,111). USF offers degrees from the Associate level to the Doctoral level for its total
student population (n=42,067). An initial search of the www.usf.edu website through its own
search bar found very little active information specifically regarding non-traditional students see
Table 11. Within the 20 results on the UH website, most were not related to non-traditional
students’ success or even the topic. Two results related to the Counseling Center on the campus.
The first result provided a link to the university’s Counseling Center with a page describing
“Non-Traditional Student Challenges.” The information provided examples of indicators that a
student may be struggling to transition, “…difficulty finding time to study, trouble balancing all
of your responsibilities, feeling like the oldest person on campus, not finding the services you
need…” The site then goes on to offer stress-relieving options such as listening to music, taking
a relaxing walk, or a link to schedule an appointment. Another source of information for nontraditional students, and offered through the Counseling Center, is a page of resources to
additional links. Most of the links are to general school information, but two are linked to
outside independent non-traditional student support organizations. There was no information
linking to a non-traditional USF resource. There was a resource in the 2002-2003 year according
to the USF Undergraduate Catalog which stated, “The Office of Adult and Transfer Student
Services (ATSS) is a department created to meet the needs of adult students entering or returning
to the university and students transferring from a community college or other academic
institution.” The website provided, http://www.atss.usf.edu, no longer works and is rerouted to
the general Admissions page at USF. Another resource found “Mature Individuals NonTraditional Students” (M.I.N.T.S) student organization was active during 2008-2011, however, it
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is no longer active. There are only a few resources actively outlining the needs of nontraditional students at USF.

University of Texas at Arlington
Located north central Texas, the University of Texas at Arlington (UTA) is located in a
large city with a huge undergraduate population (n=30,633). UTA offers degrees from the
Bachelor level to the Doctoral level for its total student population (n=41,988). An initial search
of the www.uta.edu website through its own search bar found very little active information
specifically regarding non-traditional students see Table 12. Within the 20 results on the UTA
website, most were not related to non-traditional students’ success or even the topic. However, a
new initiative called TransferUTA is a program that ‘unites recruiting, admissions, orientation,
and support services’ for students transferring into UTA. Within the Library, UTA has created
the Academic Plaza in which all students can gain additional resources such as: peer-to-peer
mentoring, peer-to-peer tutoring, one-on-one and group-based supplemental learning, academic
advising, career advising, research coaches, and writing center support. There was no mention of
non-traditional student directed support on their site. The TransferUTA program was designed to
have resources located in one main area, and they achieved that through the Academic Plaza
within the Library. There are a handful of articles regarding faculty who were non-traditional
students and references to a Department of Education grant towards increasing services at UTA,
however, there were no direct support sites specifically targeted at non-traditional students.
Using all of the search term variables and combinations, little results were revealed to aid nontraditional student success. The Academic Plaza has many services that a non-traditional student
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needs. There were no results shown for student organizations, scholarships, or other
opportunities for non-traditional students.

BENCHMARK ASPIRATIONAL UNIVERSITIES
Arizona State University
Located south central Arizona, Arizona State University (ASU) is located in a midsize
city near Phoenix with a huge undergraduate population (n=41,828). ASU offers degrees from
the Bachelor level to the Doctoral level for its total student population (n=51,984). Note: A
distinction needs to be made concerning Arizona State University. This university has a large
undergraduate population on their physical campus in Tempe, Arizona. ASU also has a
significant student population on its virtual campus, Arizona State University Online. ASU
Online is targeted heavily to non-traditional students with numerous articles about the ease of
timing for class scheduling, compressed time frames, and the online learning environment. This
research paper is not concerned with the online-only environment options for higher education.
If that were the type of research being conducted, then for-profit universities would have to be
considered in a comprehensive search due to their significant online portions of their curricula.
That is not the case. This summary below is for the physical Arizona State University. An
initial search of the www.asu.edu website through its own search bar found many links to ASU
Online articles regarding non-traditional students see Table 14. The Barrett Scholarship was one
of the results that indicated it was directed at non-traditional students in the Honors program at
ASU. Several links lead to articles about students’ achievements in spite of being a nontraditional student On the Resources page non-traditional students have their own option,
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however, there is no helpful information, only a description regarding the non-traditional student
struggles. The Resources page does offer links to other departments, but doesn’t offer anything
helpful to a non-traditional student. Overall, very little active information specifically regarding
non-traditional students on the physical campus of ASU was located.

University of Cincinnati
Located southwest Ohio, the University of Cincinnati (UC) is located in a large city with
a large undergraduate population (n=25,009). UC offers degrees from the Associate level to the
Doctoral level for its total student population (n=36,042). An initial search of the www.uc.edu
website through its own search bar found very little active information specifically regarding
non-traditional students see Table 15. Within the 20 results on the UC website, most were not
related to non-traditional students’ success or even the topic. Many of the results were articles
written about non-traditional students overcoming obstacles to their achievement at the
university. A University Profile search result was a page dedicated to displaying information
about various non-traditional students and their backgrounds, along with their goals for attending
the university. All of the profiles were dated from 2000-2002 and recent profiles could not be
located. Another link took UC students to the Title IX page to review information about
discrimination, harassment, and violence. There is a paragraph specifically directed towards
non-traditional students and another link that shows a document about how the non-traditional
student can share the information they receive from the school about the topics in Title IX with
their communities outside of academia. There are ideas regarding discussions with their children
and other options to share their new information. On the Admissions page of UC, there were
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options for veterans, international students, transferring students, and others. However, there
was no specific non-traditional student information located. Using all of the search term
variables and combinations, little results were revealed to aid non-traditional student success.

University of Colorado – Boulder
Located in northern Colorado, just north west of Denver, the University of Colorado
Boulder (UCB) is located in a small city with a large undergraduate population (n=27,142).
UTA offers degrees from the Bachelor level to the Doctoral level for its total student population
(n=33,056). An initial search of the www.colorado.edu website through its own search bar found
very little active information specifically regarding non-traditional students see Table 16. On the
Student Resources site shows scholarship information directly targeted to non-traditional
students. UCB offers three scholarships specifically for this cohort for summer, fall, and spring
semesters. Another search result opened a Non-traditional Student Survey taken in the fall of
1997 and shows to have been last revised in May of 2016. The survey was conducted of various
facets of student life and outlined responses according to the satisfaction levels of information
they had received regarding job opportunities in their major, financial aid opportunities, training
for computers and the internet, academic tutoring services, advising on choosing courses, and
advising on careers. Their results showed that the “major” problems areas for non-traditional
students were concentrated in the areas of: having enough money for living expenses, having
enough money for tuition, and having access to campus services and offices at times that are
convenient. While this internal survey was conducted approximately 20 years ago, the
foundation of the issues that non-traditional students had then are those that are still being
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experienced today. A program within the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences has a
“Engineering Your Future: An Exploration Day for Transfer & Non-traditional Students” in
which the program includes lab experiences and hands-on opportunities, as well as information
about admissions, financial aid, and scholarships. A search for non-traditional student
organizations did not find any results other than a reference to an organization that no longer
exists. There was no mention of non-traditional students on the Campus Resources page,
however, there is a women’s center and veteran’s center to support their needs. Neither the
male, non-military student over 25 years old had a listed resource, nor could a non-traditional
student resource could be located. Overall, there was very little information to support the
academic development of the varying needs of non-traditional students specifically.
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NATIONAL SEARCH FOR NON-TRADITIONAL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
PROGRAM MODELS
All profile site information for each of the universities in this section are referenced as
indicated in each university review section. All search results screens had 10 results per screen
and two screens were reviewed for a total of the top twenty website links related to nontraditional students as determined directly within the university’s own website. See Table 26 for
internet keyword search terms. See Table 27 for keyword terms within a university’s website.
All departments and/or programs listed within the university descriptions are listed in the tables
as indicated in each university review section. University overview information was compiled
from College Navigator and are shown in Table 30.

HUGE UNIVERSITIES (>30,000 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS)
Purdue University
Located in north central Illinois, just north west of Indianapolis, the Purdue University
(Purdue) is located in a midsize suburban area with a huge undergraduate population (n=30,560).
Purdue offers degrees from the Associate level to the Doctoral level for its total student
population (n=40,472). An initial search of the www.purdue.edu website through its own search
bar found highly relevant material focused on non-traditional students see Table 18 and Table
19. A major finding was a distinct department dedicated to non-traditional students called “Span
Plan Non-traditional Student Services.” The department at Purdue was created in 1968 and is
staffed with a Director and Assistant Director who were graduates of Purdue during their
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educational history. The “Span Plan” website is solely dedicated to the support of nontraditional student needs and covers a variety of resources for this cohort such as technology
workshops, Lunchtime Learning, free tutoring, Classroom to Career mentoring,
scholarships/grants, special honors program, non-traditional student organization information,
and other services. According the report, “Span Plan Non-traditional Student Services” (SPNSS)
dated January 6, 2017, there are a total of 3,981 registered students in both undergraduate and
graduate programs for the academic year of 2016-2017. The SPNSS report, a comprehensive
departmental report, includes the following topic areas: Mission, Vision, Span Plan Population,
Program Goals, Foci for the 2016-2017 Academic Year, Student Outcomes, Assessment Plan,
Contributions to Student Success, Contributions to the University’s Diversity Action Plan,
Retention, Educate Leaders, Inspire Involvement, Notable Changes from 2014-2015 Academic
Year, Span Plan Data Tables and Figures, Span Plan Scholarship/Grant Information, History of
Span Plan, Past Initiatives, Campus Partners, Yearly Cycle and Timeline, Benchmark Programs,
and Opportunities for Fundraising and Development. After reviewing the Campus Partners
identified in the report, the Span Plan program interacts with 24 different departments and/or
programs through the Purdue University system on behalf of the non-traditional student
registrants see Table 19. The report also highlights that $118,000 was awarded to 66 recipients,
24 of which were graduate-only level funding. There are various initiatives underway to expand
the services to the non-traditional students, and with a new grant from the Department of
Education, Purdue’s Span Plan program intends to reduce the financial burden of student parents.
The technology workshops offered beginning training to the new students with learning the
learning management software program training and how to navigate through the online tracking
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of their courses and assignments. Another technology workshop focuses on academic
organization utilizing “the cloud” while the other workshop focuses on training students to use
Microsoft Powerpoint effectively in order to complete common class assignments. Another facet
that Span Plan offers is a dedicated Financial Aid Specialist who works with the non-traditional
students (as well as other specialized student cohorts). Purdue University has worked at
providing a one-stop shop for the non-traditional students at the school. Providing both breadth
and depth, Purdue University’s Span Plan is a model for the country.

LARGE UNIVERSITIES (15,000-30,000 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS)
University of Kansas
Located in northeast Kansas, University of Kansas (KU) is located in a small city with a
large undergraduate population (n=19,245). UK offers degrees from the Bachelor level to the
Doctoral level for its total student population (n=27,259). An initial search of the www.ku.edu
website through its own search bar found support see Table 20. Housed under the “Student
Involvement and Leadership Center,” the “Non-traditional Student Services” information page
contains ample information for this cohort. The resources listed on their guide is a
comprehensive review of the services that a non-traditional student might need throughout their
time at the university and the information contains not only university departments and/or
programs, but also information to outside resources that may of service to the student. The Nontraditional FAQ link on the main page offers a selection of some common questions nontraditional students may have when considering entering the university as well as while
attending. There is also a link to a “KU Non-traditional Student Handbook” that is
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approximately 12 pages in length that includes information about the university and options for
finding answers. There is also a link to several non-traditional scholarship opportunities. This
website containing non-traditional student specific information is one way that KU provides for
this cohort. Another search result found a link to the Academic Achievement and Access Center
with an article targeted to non-traditional student success. They offer 12 ideas/suggestions to
improving yourself and your academic career at KU. There were additional references to a
student organization but no active pages could be found. The University of Kansas has taken
into account their non-traditional student population by demonstrating the collected information
within the Leadership Center.

MEDIUM UNIVERSITIES (2,000-15,000 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS)
Bowling Green State University
Located in the northwestern area of Ohio, Bowling Green State University (BGSU) is
located in a fringe town with a medium-size undergraduate population (n=14,334). BGSU offers
degrees from the Bachelor level to the Doctoral level for its total student population (n=16,908).
An initial search of the www.bgsu.edu website through its own search bar found a service
program targeting non-traditional students and military students combined, “Non-traditional &
Military Student Services” office see Table 21. There is a variety of information on the website
and an available office to meet with the staff in person, if needed. Another search result lead to
the, “Students Who Are Parents” site that offered options for parents of all types to locate
resources both on and off campus in regard to having childcare commitments. Another link
provided information specifically to non-traditional student admissions as related to non40

traditional students’ needs. The Transfer Student office website had information about how to
transfer in from another school, but no information was provided regarding the needs of nontraditional students. Interestingly, the images of students on this site were of distinctly older
adults whom could not be mistaken for a traditional-aged young transfer student. Bowling Green
State University offers the non-traditional student population a good resource for learning more
about the university system and providing multiple opportunities to enhance their time at the
university and in the community.

Arkansas State University – Main Campus
Located in the northeast area of Arkansas, Arkansas State University (A-State) is located
in a small city with a medium-size undergraduate population (n=9,592). A-State offers degrees
from the Associate level to the Doctoral level for its total student population (n=13,410). An
initial search of the www.astate.edu website through its own search bar found a service program
targeting non-traditional students, “Non-traditional Student Services” see Table 22. This
program is housed within the Multicultural Center in the Student Union of the Main Campus.
Within the Center is a Non-traditional Student Lounge where studying and socializing are
encouraged. A Student Events section is found on the site detailing non-traditional student
activities and events such as welcome lunches, fall festival, and education panels that help nontraditional student bring concerns forward to help find solutions. Within the FAQ section,
housing is an option for non-traditional students on the A-State campus. According to the
Residence Life site, for a non-traditional student apartment in The Village (the only option
available to this cohort) for the fall of 2016 for a 3 bedroom with washer/dryer connections
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(1003 sq. ft.) costs $3,880 per semester. Along with residence housing for non-traditional
students, there are also options for childcare on campus (although they are not sponsored by the
university). Unfortunately, the non-traditional site does clearly state that A-State does not have
any specific non-traditional student scholarships other than one student parent scholarships.
With the option of housing, the Community Resource Guide, and a non-traditional student
support department to go to, Arkansas State University offers cohort some options to aid in their
academic achievements.

Southern Utah University
Located in the southwest area of Utah, Southern Utah University (SUU) is located in a
remote town with a medium-size undergraduate population (n=8,035). SUU offers degrees from
the Associate level to the Master level for its total student population (n=8,881). An initial search
of the www.suu.edu website through its own search bar found a service program targeting nontraditional students with an office called, “Non-traditional Student Services” see Table 23. The
site shows several important links to non-traditional student needs in the form of scholarships,
peer advocacy, student resources, and an events area. One of the resources the office supports is
the “ CCAMPIS Grant — Child Care Assistance Means Parents In School” program that helps
support the child care costs associated with student parents attending for their education at SUU.
On the site’s scholarship page, there is an extensive listing of scholarships targeting nontraditional students’ variations of life responsibilities. Some scholarships are for single parents,
women, graduate students, discipline specific, but all of the scholarships listed are only open to
some variation of a non-traditional student definition. There are even resources outside of the
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university to aid these students in finding scholarships and additional funding. The Peer
Advocates page highlights the peer advocates that have been selected to team up with nontraditional students who are needing assistance. Each of the advisors has different qualifications
of being considered non-traditional (i.e. single and over 25 with no children, married with
children, etc.). On the Student Resources page several options are available for contact such as a
Facebook page and specific Librarians to contact to learn more about finding information. A
resource for non-traditional students that has not been previously mentioned in this research was
the “Athletic Spouse and Family Pass.” Usually students of a university are able to attend all of
the sporting events either for free or significantly reduced pricing from the general public.
However, for some students, a free pass for them can sometimes leave their family at home due
to sheer costs over the course of a season. SUU has an additional support tool to engage the
families of non-traditional students by offering spouse passes and family passes that can be paid
for the semester at a significantly reduced cost. This is another way to support non-traditional
students by offering family perks that will not only aid in the additional members of attending
sporting events, but will provide the university’s non-traditional student that ability to engage
their family with their education. This, in turn, can aid the family’s support of the nontraditional student to retention and graduation success. The site also features a campus resources
listing and direct links to support departments such as the writing center and student support
center. A notable discernment between the previous research items and SUU is on the contact
page where their message states, “We know how busy you are and want to be as easy to access
as possible. Don’t be afraid to call us at 8pm when you get home from work. Email us at
midnight when your baby is finally asleep. Swing by our office in between classes and studying.
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We realize you need support at all hours of the day.” A phone number is listed, hours of
operation, and two email addresses are provided for students (one to the office and the other to a
Peer Advocate). Family-friendly activities are also given a place within the website as well as
general events for all non-traditional students. Outside of the Non-traditional Student Services
office, there was little else in the search results that did not relate to the NSS office. Southern
Utah University appears to have a strong support system in place to aid non-traditional students
at their pursuit of higher education leading to a degree. Providing many resources to the students
at Southern Utah University, the office of Non-traditional Student Services is a model for the
country.
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METHODS
IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION OF STUDIES AND STATISTICS
The databases of PsychINFO, Google Scholar, and ERIC were utilized in resourcing the
topics areas for this research study. The internet was utilized for researching other credible
information databanks.
LITERATURE SEARCH
Forty articles were collected from the university databases and the credible online
information sources. Relevant information was compiled for each source providing experimental
hypotheses, results, and discussions as applicable.

UCF BENCHMARK PEER SEARCH
From the listing on the University of Central Florida Institutional Knowledge Management
website for Strategic Planning: Benchmarking Peers of “Comparison” and “Aspirational”
universities a random sampling was taken from the compiled lists, see Table 6 and Table 13. Of
the fourteen “Comparison” universities, six were chosen. Of the seven “Aspirational”
universities, three were chosen. When searching directly on a university website for nontraditional student information the following method was used:
1.

The main university website was used as listed in each profile.

2.

The main university website internal search feature was used.

3.

Non-traditional student search terms were used see Table 27.

4.

Specific departments that were searched: Admissions, Transfer, Student Organizations
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5.

All search results screens had 10 results per screen and two screens were reviewed for a
total of the top twenty website links related to non-traditional students as determined by
the searched university’s own results.

If a university had a support program or a department/office website, this information was
reviewed and notated. In addition, a more general search was conducted on the main university
site to explore additional options that might have been available to non-traditional students
outside of the designated program website or department/office website.

NATIONAL NON-TRADITIONAL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT PROGRAM
MODEL SEARCH
A Google internet search was conducted using the key terms see Table 26. Of the five
pages of results, there were five universities selected as examples of national non-traditional
undergraduate student support models. When searching directly on a university website for nontraditional student information the following method was used:
1.

The main university website was used as listed in each profile.

2.

The main university website internal search feature was used.

3.

Non-traditional student search terms were used see Table 27.

4.

Specific departments that were searched: Admissions, Transfer, Student Organizations

5.

All search results screens had 10 results per screen and two screens were reviewed for a
total of the top twenty website links related to non-traditional students as determined by
the searched university’s own results.
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If a university had a support program or a department/office website, this information was
reviewed and notated. In addition, a more general search was conducted on the main university
site to explore additional options that might have been available to non-traditional students
outside of the designated program website or department/office website.

SIZE OF SCHOOL DETERMINATION
As indicated on College Data, a member of the National Association for College
Admission Counseling, the school sizes are measured according to undergraduate population
(2017). A “Small” size college/university has less than 2,000 undergraduate student population.
A “Medium” size college/university has an undergraduate student population of larger than
2,000 students and caps at 15,000 students. A “Large” college/university has a population of
larger than 15,000 students and caps at 30,000 students. While anything larger than “large” is
not considered official, College Data does comment that it is generally known that a university
with an undergraduate population larger than 30,000 students is considered “Huge.” For the
purposes of this research, the terms, “Small, Medium, Large, and Huge” will be used to
designate between the student population sizes as indicated by College Data.
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RESULTS
Of the fifteen university websites that were reviewed for non-traditional student targeted
support services, only five were shown to have a program or department/office for nontraditional-specific students see Table 25. The remaining ten universities may have had zero or
just some support services available to this cohort.
The most supportive higher education institutions towards non-traditional student success
were Purdue University and Southern Utah University. These two were the only two universities
in this research study that had a dedicated department or office for non-traditional students to
visit when needing support. It is worth noting that Purdue University has approximately 30,000
undergraduates and Southern Utah University has approximately 8,000 undergraduates, yet both
universities have found ways to meet some if not most of the needs of their non-traditional
student population. Not all available services were provided through the offices, however, there
were dedicated staff focused on serving the needs of non-traditional students. Each university
had its core support areas such as scholarships, yet each offered some support opportunities that
the other could incorporate into their own programs. Both universities can serve as a model of
development.
The next most supportive universities to the needs of non-traditional students were
Arkansas State University, Bowling Green State University, and University of Kansas. These
three universities provided a targeted non-traditional student support program. While the
resources available were mostly housed under another department or were mostly online, support
was provided via the core information and targeted resources for this cohort.
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The universities that offered support to their student population in general, yet had few
targeted resources for non-traditional students were Arizona State University, Georgia State
University, University of Cincinnati, University of Colorado – Boulder, University of Houston,
University of South Florida, and the University of Texas – Arlington. These universities offered
core information such as academic success options on campus that were available to the student
body, but only limited information targeted to non-traditional students such as specific
scholarships for the cohort. Of the seven universities, Georgia State University, University of
Houston, and University of Texas at Arlington did have many options to serve the nontraditional students’ needs, however, none of the three had developed their initiatives into a
targeted support program as of the writing of this research and therefore had to receive a lower
ranking amongst the universities who have an established targeted program for non-traditional
students.
Finally, the universities that had no non-traditional support information found on their
websites were Florida Atlantic University, Florida International University, and University of
Central Florida. Both Florida Atlantic University and Florida International University had
minimal information available regarding the cohort, and University of Central Florida no longer
had any targeted resource listings.
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DISCUSSION
This study has analyzed the relationship between the experiments and results of several
research studies in order to synthesize options for non-traditional student enrollment, retention,
development, and graduation. The goal of this study was to investigate whether there were
predictors of academic achievement and support options for non-traditional students in
university-level educational institutions, specifically what issues were hindering this population’s
success and providing research-based evidences of support for additional services. This study
sought to examine the factors that non-traditional students face when going through the higher
education system, and demonstrate ways to provide support for their success.
To provide additional directives to universities already supporting the non-traditional
cohort or for a university that is needing information on the various ways they could transition
into supporting this large segment of the student population, this research has compiled the
various ways collected in the literature as well as with the university examples into a large table
see Table 24. There are 34 options identified in this research that university leadership can
utilize to support their non-traditional student population. The topics of support for nontraditional student initiatives include the following: 24-hour Support, Admissions Services,
Community Resource Listing, Counseling for Stress, Curriculum Vita Examples for Nontraditional Students, Family Support Passes, Financial Aid Specialists, Mission Statement,
Monthly Meetings, Non-traditional Student Advisor Profiles, Non-traditional Student Awards,
Non-traditional Student Department or Office, Non-traditional Student First-year Mentoring,
Non-traditional Student Handbook, Non-traditional Student Intake Information to Share with
Family and Friends, Non-traditional Student Micro-scholarships, Non-traditional Student
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Organization, Non-traditional Student Support Program, Non-traditional Student Targeted
Events via the Student-lead Organizations, Non-traditional Student Targeted Events via the
Student-lead Organizations with Family, Non-traditional Student Targeted Events via the
University, Non-traditional Student Targeted Events via the University with Family, Nontraditional-Only Student Scholarships, On-Campus Job Opportunities, Peer-to-Peer Advisors,
Resume Examples for Non-traditional Students, Self-discipline Workshops, Student Parent
Support, Study Planning, Tip & Tricks, Transfer Student Services, University Resource Listing,
University-specific Technology Training, and Welcome Orientation. As this research indicates,
there are small steps available as well as large movements a university can take towards
supporting approximately 20% of their student population in achieving graduation success.

LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This study has pointed out available consequences and limitations that should be
addressed with further research within the higher education system, particularly four-year public
universities.
A limitation to this study was the availability and resources for performing a
comprehensive review of all 4-year public universities to determine which schools offered what
levels of targeted support to this cohort.
A specific limitation and opportunity for future research would be to complete the
Benchmarking Peer lists examining the remaining universities that were not selected in this
study.
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An opportunity for further research would be for UCF and other 4-year public
universities to survey the non-traditional undergraduate student population for their opinions on
the level of support they need as determined by possible area and non-traditional qualities of the
student population responding to the survey.
Another area of future research activity could inquire into the fiscal areas of nontraditional student programs and department/office budgets. An analysis could be to determine if
the universities with non-traditional students targeted support services had higher retention rates
than did universities who did not have a targeted plan for serving non-traditional student needs.
This research on non-traditional students in a public four-year university context has
illuminated gaping holes in the support of a large portion of the student population. The findings
of this research help identify additional predictors of academic achievement in non-traditional
students to aid universities in adapting to a growing need from this population to succeed at entry
into higher education and the eventual success of graduation. Non-traditional students need
additional assistance to catch up and succeed.
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FIGURES
Figure 1 UCF IKM Total Student Population Fall 2016
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Figure 2 UCF IKM Students Aged 25 and Older Fall 2016
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TABLES

Table 1 University of Central Florida FACTS Website Data for 2016-2017
Description

Amount

Undergraduate Degrees Offered

93

Total Degrees Offered

212

Average Undergraduate Age

22.9

Average Graduate Age

30.5

Fall Undergraduate Enrollment-College of Sciences

10,731

Fall Undergraduate Enrollment-College of Engineering & Computer Science

8,812

Fall Undergraduate Enrollment-College of Health & Public Affairs

8,552

Undergraduate Enrollment

55,773

Over Age 25

22%

Table 2 University of Central Florida FACTS Website Data for 2015-2016
Description

Amount

Undergraduate Degrees Offered

93

Total Degrees Offered

212

Average Undergraduate Age

22.9

Average Graduate Age

30.6

Fall Undergraduate Enrollment-College of Sciences

10,287

Fall Undergraduate Enrollment-College of Engineering & Computer Science

8,072

Fall Undergraduate Enrollment-College of Health & Public Affairs

8,460

Undergraduate Enrollment

54,513

Over Age 25

23%
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Table 3 University of Central Florida - Institutional Knowledge Management - Fall 2016
UCF Headcount (Preliminary)
Age 25+

Age <25

Total N
N

%

N

%

Undergraduate

55,776

10,098

18.1

45,678

81.9

Graduate/Medical

8,545

5,991

70.1

2,554

29.9

Total

64,321

16,089

25.0

48,232

75.0
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Table 4 University of Central Florida Details from College Navigator
University of Central Florida
4000 Central Florida Blvd, Orlando, Florida 32816
General information: (407) 823-2000
Website: www.ucf.edu/
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Associate degree
Bachelor degree
Master's degree
Post-master's certificate
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Doctor's degree - professional practice
Campus setting: Suburb: Large
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 62,953 (54,662 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 30 to 1

Table 5 University of Central Florida Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title

Website Address

Non-traditional Student Association

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~nsa/

UCF Women’s Club Scholarship Fundraising

https://med.ucf.edu/news/clean-your-closets-help-nontraditional-ucf-students/

Non-Traditional Knight Project

http://today.ucf.edu/non-traditional-student-i-am-a-knight/

Women’s Club at UCF Scholarships

https://womensclub.cos.ucf.edu/scholarships/scholarshipgeneral-info/

STARS Library

http://stars.library.ucf.edu/
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Table 6 University of Central Florida - IKM - Benchmarking Peers – Comparison Peers
University

Selected

Notes

Florida Atlantic University

Yes

See Table 7

Florida International University

Yes

See Table 8

Georgia State University

Yes

See Table 9

University of Houston

Yes

See Table 10

University of South Florida

Yes

See Table 11

University of Texas - Arlington

Yes

See Table 12

Kent State University

No

Portland State University

No

San Diego State University

No

University of Akron

No

University of Delaware

No

University of New Mexico

No

University of North Carolina – Charlotte

No

Virginia Commonwealth University

No

Notes:



Schools chosen at random.
From IKM, “UCF has developed a list of peer institutions for benchmarking purposes. Fourteen
“comparison” institutions are appropriate for benchmarking comparisons, while eight additional
“aspirational” institutions are considered to be stronger in some measures and may be of assistance in
various planning and target-setting exercises.”

Table 7 Florida Atlantic University Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title

Website Address

FAU Mission Statement in the College of Business

https://business.fau.edu/departments/informationtechnology-operations-management/aboutitom/mission-statement/
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Table 8 Florida International University Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title

Website Address

FIU's Digital Commons

http://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/about.html

Graduation Success Initiatives Site

http://undergrad.fiu.edu/gsi/students.html

Table 9 Georgia State University Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title

Website Address

Non-traditional Students Undergraduate Admissions

http://admissions.gsu.edu/how-do-i-apply/otherenrollment-types/non-traditional-students/

Scholarships for Adult Learners/Non-Traditional

http://sfs.gsu.edu/files/2015/10/Scholarships-for-AdultLearners.pdf

Resume and CV Guide with section for non-traditional
students

http://career.gsu.edu/files/2013/03/ResandCVGuide.pd
f

Student Life and Development Committee Minutes,
Thursday, October 16, 2014

http://senate.gsu.edu/files/gravity_forms/102e6ecd3857a89f67b0161de291608bc/2014/12/SLDMinutes-10-16-2014.pdf

Table 10 University of Houston Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title
Non Traditional Student Organization
Non-Traditional Student Leader

Website Address
http://www.uh.edu/technology/college/studentorganizations/ntso/
http://www.uh.edu/csi/clr/
Non-Traditional Student Leader Award

Student Handbook 2016-2017, Shared Values

http://catalog.uh.edu/index.php?catoid=23

Dean of Students Office Report on the SFAC Program
Questionnaire Responses for Fiscal Year 2013

http://www.uh.edu/sfac/unitrequests/fy13/questionnaire/dos.pdf

Table 11 University of South Florida Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title

Website Address

USF Counseling Center – Non-traditional student
information
USF Counseling Center – Non-traditional student
resources

http://www.usf.edu/student-affairs/counselingcenter/what-we-do/non-trad-challenges.aspx
http://www.usf.edu/student-affairs/counselingcenter/what-we-do/non-trad-resources.aspx

New Student Connection

http://www.usf.edu/student-affairs/new-student/
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Mature Individuals Non-Traditional Students
M.I.N.T.S

http://www.ctr.usf.edu/noteabull/enewsletter/templates/default/defaultLong.aspx?issueID
=172

The office of Adult and Transfer Student Services
(ATSS)

http://www.ugs.usf.edu/catalogs/0203/atss.htm

Table 12 University of Texas at Arlington Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title

Website Address

TransferUTA Program

https://www.uta.edu/news/releases/2016/05/TransferU
TA-2016.php

UTA Academic Plaza

http://library.uta.edu/academic-plaza
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Table 13 University of Central Florida - IKM - Benchmarking Peers - Aspirational Peers
University

Selected

Notes

Arizona State University

Yes

See Table 14

University of Cincinnati

Yes

See Table 15

University of Colorado - Boulder

Yes

See Table 16

Auburn University

No

North Carolina State University

No

Oregon State University

No

University of Nebraska – Lincoln

No

University of South Carolina - Columbia

No

Notes:



Schools chosen at random.
From IKM, “UCF has developed a list of peer institutions for benchmarking purposes. Fourteen
“comparison” institutions are appropriate for benchmarking comparisons, while eight additional
“aspirational” institutions are considered to be stronger in some measures and may be of assistance in
various planning and target-setting exercises.”

Table 14 Arizona State University Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title

Website Address

Arizona State University Online

https://asuonline.asu.edu/

Barrett Scholarship

https://barretthonors.asu.edu/academics/scholarshipsand-fellowships/barrett-scholarships/forms/generalscholarship-application

ASU Resources Page

https://universitycollege.asu.edu/resources

Table 15 University of Cincinnati Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title
University Profiles:
People Working to Make the Future Real
UC Title IX Information Page for Non-traditional
Students

Website Address
http://www.uc.edu/profiles/ntaarch.htm
http://www.uc.edu/content/dam/uc/titleix/docs/SP2016
%20Real%20Life%20Applications-Update.pdf
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Table 16 University of Colorado - Boulder Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title

Website Address

UCB Student Resources Scholarships

https://ce.colorado.edu/resources/topics/financial-aidscholarships/

UCB Non-traditional Student Survey Fall 1997

http://www.colorado.edu/oda/surveys/special/nontrad/

Engineering Your Future: An Exploration Day for
Transfer & Non-traditional Students

http://www.colorado.edu/bold/prospective-students

Campus Resources

http://www.colorado.edu/resources
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Table 17 National Universities with Non-traditional Programs or Departments

University

Undergraduate
Population
(Approx.)

School
Size

Selected

Notes

Purdue University

30,000

Huge

Yes

See Table 18

University of Kansas

19,000

Large

Yes

See Table 20

Bowling Green State University

14,000

Medium

Yes

See Table 21

Arkansas State University

9,500

Medium

Yes

See Table 22

Southern Utah University

8,000

Medium

Yes

See Table 23

Table 18 Purdue University Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title

Website Address

Purdue University Span Plan Non-traditional Student
Services
“Span Plan Non-traditional Student Services “ dated
January 6, 2017
Student Parent Support Fund
Technology Workshop Series
Financial Aid Specialist

https://www.purdue.edu/spanplan/
https://www.purdue.edu/studentsuccess/programreports/span-2016.pdf
https://www.purdue.edu/spanplan/2017/03/02/studentparent-support-fund/
https://www.purdue.edu/spanplan/technologyworkshop-series/
https://www.purdue.edu/spanplan/financial-aidconsultat/

Table 19 Purdue University Span Plan Campus Partners
Item

Department or Program Title

1

Student Rights and Responsibilities

2

Student Legal Services

3

Counseling and Psychological Services

4

Purdue Psychology Treatment and Research Clinics

5

Purdue University Student Health (PUSH) Center

6

Student Wellness Office

7

Center for Career Opportunities

8

Writing Lab
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9

Supplemental Instruction

10

Academic Success Center

11

Tutoring programs across campus

12

Disability Resource Center

13

Testing Center

14

Horizons

15

Purdue Promise

16

Division of Financial Aid

17

Library Services

18

Study Abroad Office

19

Office of Undergraduate Admissions

20

Office of the Registrar

21

Office of the Bursar

22

Academic Advising Offices

23

Human Resources/Family-Friendly Purdue

24

LGBTQ Center

Table 20 University of Kansas Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title

Website Address

Non-traditional Student Services

http://silc.ku.edu/nontrads

Resource Guide

http://silc.ku.edu/resources-guide

KU Non-traditional Student Handbook

http://silc.ku.edu/sites/silc.ku.edu/files/docs/Nontraditionals/pdf_files/Nontraditional%20Student%20Handbook%2013-14.pdf

Scholarships

http://silc.ku.edu/non-traditional-scholarships

12 Tips for Non-traditional Students

https://achievement.ku.edu/non-traditional-students
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Table 21 Bowling Green State University Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title

Website Address

Admissions for non-traditional students

https://www.bgsu.edu/admissions/non-traditionalstudents.html

Students who are parents

https://www.bgsu.edu/students-who-are-parents.html

Scholarships
Non-traditional & Military Student Services Office
Transfer Student Services

https://www.bgsu.edu/students-who-areparents/ScholarshipOpportunities.html
https://www.bgsu.edu/non-traditional-and-militarystudents/campus-community-resources.html
https://www.bgsu.edu/content/bgsu/en/admissions/appl
y-now/transfer-students.html

Table 22 Arkansas State University Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title

Website Address

Non-traditional Student Services Center

http://www.astate.edu/a/multicultural-center/non-trad/

Non-traditional Student Events
Non-traditional Student Community Resource Booklet
Residence Life

http://www.astate.edu/a/multicultural-center/nontrad/upcoming-events.dot
http://www.astate.edu/dotAsset/0fef2d04-be91-46ed97cd-88a523b27a90.pdf
http://www.astate.edu/a/residence-life/non-traditional/

Table 23 Southern Utah University Non-traditional Student Resources List
Title

Website Address

SUU Non-traditional Student Services

https://www.suu.edu/non-traditional/

CCAMPIS Grant — Child Care Assistance Means
Parents In School

https://www.suu.edu/non-traditional/ccampis.html

SUU Scholarships

https://www.suu.edu/non-traditional/scholarships.html

Peer Advocates
Athletic Spouse and Family Passes
Family Friendly Activities
Student Affairs Office

https://www.suu.edu/non-traditional/peeradvocates.php
https://www.suu.edu/non-traditional/studentresources.html
https://www.suu.edu/non-traditional/family-friendlyactivities.html
https://www.suu.edu/studentaffairs/
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Table 24 Non-traditional Student Support Options Identified In This Research
Item

Non-traditional Student

Support Topic Area Explanation

Support Topic Area
Support that would provide service to non-traditional
students who have to work on their studies outside of
traditional business hours.

1

24-hour Support

2

Admissions Services

3

Community Resource Listing

A printable listing of all resources in the community that
a non-traditional student may need during their
academic career at the university.

4

Counseling for Stress

Providing helpful tips to reduce stress and specific
marketing to non-traditional students who may prefer to
make an appointment to discuss any issues.

5

Curriculum Vita Examples for Nontraditional Students

Provide support to non-traditional students by offering a
printable booklet of curriculum vita examples
specifically targeted to the backgrounds of nontraditional students and their varying life experiences.

6

Family Support Passes

Students of a university are usually given free passes or
discounted passes to sporting events, performance
theatre, and other special events. Passes made available
to non-traditional student spouses or family members
would encourage support of those members as well as
aid in the retention of the student.

7

Financial Aid Specialist

8

Mission Statement

A university that is transitioning to becoming aware of
the needs of non-traditional students can change their
Mission Statement to reflect their support.

9

Monthly Meetings

Monthly meetings for those universities with strong
non-traditional student support frameworks. Two
options for in person meetings in the same week. One

A specific link on the home page of the Admissions
website targeted with non-traditional student
information.

Non-traditional student support in the form of a
dedicated Financial Aid Specialist (or two) who are
knowledgeable about the balancing act between
attending school and working outside of school.
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Item

Non-traditional Student

Support Topic Area Explanation

Support Topic Area
during the week early in the morning or late in the
afternoon. The second date on a weekend.
When incorporating a peer-to-peer advising system or
other one-on-one interaction scenario, provide a short
summary of the advisor’s background, non-traditional
status, and fun facts to make the first encounter more
personable which provides a stronger option for
connection to the campus.

10

Non-traditional Student Advisor Profiles

11

Non-traditional Student Awards

12

Non-traditional Student Department or
Office

13

Non-traditional Student First-year
Mentoring

Mentoring provided to non-traditional students who
enter as a freshman or as a transfer but that are directed
to work with someone who helps them understand the
new university system and provide information to
available resources on campus.

14

Non-traditional Student Handbook

A Handbook specifically tailored to non-traditional
student needs such as academic resources, community
resources, tips and tricks, scholarship options and
deadlines. This would need to be printable.

15

Non-traditional Student Intake
Information to Share with Family and
Friends

Support the non-traditional student by not only training
them for university-life, but also by providing resources
for them to share with family and friends. This will help
to include them on the university student’s journey and
be a potential connection event for both the student and
the other member.

16

Non-traditional Student Microscholarships

Scholarships varying in size amounts that would support
student membership fees, student activity fees, and other
small one-time financial support options.

A university that is transitioning to becoming aware of
the needs of non-traditional students can offer awards
for non-traditional student efforts such as leadership on
campus, off campus, in the classroom, and in the
community.
This provides a “home-base” for non-traditional
students to receive services or be referred to other
support tools.
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Item

Non-traditional Student

Support Topic Area Explanation

Support Topic Area
17

Non-traditional Student Organization

As with all student organizations, it provides a resource
to students to come together with common goals.

18

Non-traditional Student Support Program

There is a specific program that non-traditional students
can choose to engage in or is offered for non-traditional
students.

19

Non-traditional Student Targeted Events
via Student-lead Organizations

One event per semester where non-traditional students
can join with the organization to celebrate together. A
student appreciation day.

20

Non-traditional Student Targeted Events
via Student-lead Organizations with
Family

One event per month where non-traditional students can
bring family members and/or their children to join with
the organization to provide opportunities to created new
friendships.

21

Non-traditional Student Targeted Events
via the University

One event per semester where non-traditional students
can join with the university to celebrate the diversity
that non-traditional students bring to campus. A student
appreciation day.

22

Non-traditional Student Targeted Events
via the University with Family

One event per semester where non-traditional students
can bring any family members to join with the
university to celebrate the diversity that non-traditional
students bring to campus. A student appreciation day
that encourages the display of non-traditional qualities.
Traditional students are provided one weekend to bring
their parents and extended family to see the campus.
Non-traditional students can have a day or weekend
where they can bring their own parents, siblings, and/or
children to see the campus where the non-traditional
student is attending.

23

Non-traditional-Only Student
Scholarships

Providing resources within the university for
scholarships and funding for non-traditional only
students. In addition, offering resources outside of the
university that offer specialized funding for nontraditional students.

24

On-Campus Job Opportunities

Non-traditional student opportunities targeted by a
Career Center Specialist who is focused on reviewing
job openings on campus and reviewing non-traditional
students who may qualify for the position.
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Item

Non-traditional Student

Support Topic Area Explanation

Support Topic Area
Providing one-on-one contact with a direct peer of a
non-traditional student requires that a peer also be a
non-traditional student.

25

Peer-to-Peer Advisors

26

Resume Examples for Non-traditional
Students

Provide support to non-traditional students by offering a
printable booklet of resume examples specifically
targeted to the backgrounds of non-traditional students
and their varying life experiences.

27

Self-discipline Workshops

Support of non-traditional students entering as freshman
or transfers with university-level self-discipline
enhancing organizational skills, time management skills,
systematic study skills, and other useful universitytailored information.

28

Student Parent Support

29

Study Planning

Support for non-traditional students each semester with
specific needs for planning when and where to study on
and off campus. Strategic planning just before the
semester begins to incorporate the new semester
schedule, any changes in the personal life of the nontraditional students’ life (i.e. recent moves, new
children, etc.), and where they will study outside of
campus and also while on campus.

30

Tip & Tricks

Housed in one area for non-traditional students to
access, but diversified across the departments a student
would need during their time at university.

31

Transfer Student Services

32

University Resource Listing

33

University-specific Technology Training

Supporting non-traditional students who are parents of
children and providing access to varying support
avenues to aid the student in their transition and
retention.

A specific link on the home page of the Transfer Student
website targeted with non-traditional student
information.
A printable listing of all resources a non-traditional
student may need during their academic career at the
university.
Support of non-traditional students entering as freshman
or transfers to include university-specific technology
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Item

Non-traditional Student

Support Topic Area Explanation

Support Topic Area
training. Topics to include: using the learning
management software and how to it works, finding
information access to the library and it’s relevancy to
the student, support of digital studying, organizing
digital materials on personal devices or in universitysponsored clouds, and other techno-relevant issues a
non-traditional student could experience during the
transition.
34

Welcome Orientation

Support of non-traditional students entering as freshman
or transfers to have two options for in person Welcome
Orientations during the same week. One during the
week early in the morning or late in the afternoon. The
second date on a weekend. These introductory
Orientations should not only be a presenter speaking to
university-life changes and growth opportunities, it
should also include a representative from every support
department on the campus to table after the orientation.
This will provide a one-stop-shop for the students to
speak with the Financial Aid Department, Athletic
department, Theatre, Writing Center, etc. More
importantly, the leaders of the Non-traditional Student
Department and Non-traditional Student-lead
Organizations.
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Table 25 Results List of All Schools Selected And Their Non-traditional Support Results

University

Type

0–
No targeted
nontraditional
support found

1–
Some
resources
available
targeted and
non-targeted

2 – Nontraditional
student
targeted
support
program

Arizona State University

ASP

Arkansas State University

FIS

X

Bowling Green State University

FIS

X

3 – Nontraditional
student full
support
department or
office

X

Florida Atlantic University

COMP

X

Florida International University

COMP

X

Georgia State University

COMP

X

Purdue University

FIS

X

Southern Utah University

FIS

X

University of Central Florida

UCF

University of Cincinnati

ASP

X

University of Colorado - Boulder

ASP

X

University of Houston

COMP

X

University of Kansas

FIS

X

X

University of South Florida

COMP

X

University of Texas - Arlington

COMP

X

Type Code:
COMP = UCF Benchmark Comparison School
ASP = UCF Benchmark Aspirational School
FIS = Focused Internet Search
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Table 26 Google Internet Search Key Words
Search Term Description
“non-traditional student services .edu”
“name of university” non-traditional students (hyphen)
“name of university” non traditional students (spacing)
“name of university” non-traditional students (one-word)
“name of university” non-traditional student services (hyphen)
“name of university” non traditional student services (spacing)
“name of university” non-traditional student services (one-word)

Table 27 Direct University Website Searches for Non-traditional Student Services Search
Key Words
Search Term Description
“non-traditional” (one-word)
“non-traditional student” (hyphen)
“non traditional student” (spacing)
“non-traditional student services”
“non-traditional student organization”
“transfer”
“admissions”
“returning”
“student clubs”
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Table 28 Selected UCF Benchmark Comparison University Details from College Navigator
in Alphabetical Order
Florida Atlantic University
777 Glades Rd, Boca Raton, Florida 33431-0991
General information: (561) 297-3000
Website: www.fau.edu/
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Associate degree
Bachelor degree
Master's degree
Post-master's certificate
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Doctor's degree - professional practice
Campus setting: City: Small
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 30,380 (25,471 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 23 to 1

Florida International University
11200 S. W. 8 Street, Miami, Florida 33199
General information: (305) 348-2000
Website: www.fiu.edu
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Associate degree
Bachelor degree
Postbaccalaureate certificate
Master's degree
Post-master's certificate
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Doctor's degree - professional practice
Campus setting: Suburb: Large
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 49,782 (41,032 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 25 to 1
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Georgia State University
33 gilmer st, [sic] Atlanta, Georgia 30303-3083
General information: (404) 413-2000
Website: www.gsu.edu
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Less than one year certificate
Bachelor degree
Postbaccalaureate certificate
Master's degree
Post-master's certificate
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Doctor's degree - professional practice
Campus setting: City: Large
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 32,058 (25,140 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 21 to 1

University of Houston
212 E. Cullen Building, Houston, Texas 77204-2018
General information: (713) 743-1000
Website: www.uh.edu/
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Bachelor degree
Master's degree
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Doctor's degree - professional practice
Campus setting: City: Large
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 42,704 (34,830 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 21 to 1

University of South Florida-Main Campus
4202 East Fowler Ave, Tampa, Florida 33620-9951
General information: (813) 974-2011
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Website: www.usf.edu
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Associate degree
Bachelor degree
Master's degree
Post-master's certificate
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Doctor's degree - professional practice
Campus setting: City: Large
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 42,067 (31,111 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 24 to 1

The University of Texas at Arlington
701 S. Nedderman Dr., Arlington, Texas 76013
General information: (817) 272-2011
Website: www.uta.edu
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Less than one year certificate
Bachelor degree
Postbaccalaureate certificate
Master's degree
Post-master's certificate
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Doctor's degree - professional practice
Campus setting: City: Large
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 41,988 (30,633 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 25 to 1
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Table 29 Selected UCF Benchmark Aspirational University Details from College Navigator
in Alphabetical Order
Arizona State University-Tempe
University Drive and Mill Avenue, Tempe, Arizona 85287
General information: (855) 278-5080
Website: www.asu.edu/
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Less than one year certificate
One but less than two years certificate
Bachelor degree
Postbaccalaureate certificate
Master's degree
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Campus setting: City: Midsize
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 51,984 (41,828 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 23 to 1

University of Cincinnati-Main Campus
2624 Clifton Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221-0063
General information: (513) 556-6000
Website: www.uc.edu
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Less than one year certificate
One but less than two years certificate
Associate degree
Two but less than 4 years certificate
Bachelor degree
Postbaccalaureate certificate
Master's degree
Post-master's certificate
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Doctor's degree - professional practice
Campus setting: City: Large
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 36,042 (25,009 undergraduate)
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Student-to-faculty ratio: 18 to 1

University of Colorado Boulder
Regent Drive at Broadway, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0017
General information: (303) 492-1411
Website: www.colorado.edu
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Bachelor degree
Postbaccalaureate certificate
Master's degree
Post-master's certificate
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Doctor's degree - professional practice
Campus setting: City: Small
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 33,056 (27,142 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 18 to 1
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Table 30 Selected National Universities with Non-traditional Programs from College
Navigator in Alphabetical Order
Arkansas State University-Main Campus
2105 E. Aggie Road, Jonesboro, Arkansas 72401
General information: (870) 972-2100
Website: www.astate.edu/edu
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Less than one year certificate
One but less than two years certificate
Associate degree
Bachelor degree
Postbaccalaureate certificate
Master's degree
Post-master's certificate
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Doctor's degree - professional practice
Campus setting: City: Small
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 13,410 (9,592 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 17 to 1

Bowling Green State University-Main Campus
220 McFall Ctr, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
General information: (419) 372-2531
Website: www.bgsu.edu
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Less than one year certificate
Bachelor degree
Postbaccalaureate certificate
Master's degree
Post-master's certificate
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Campus setting: Town: Fringe
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 16,908 (14,334 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 20 to 1
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Purdue University-Main Campus
Hovde Hall of Administration, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907-2040
General information: (765) 494-4600
Website: www.purdue.edu
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Less than one year certificate
Associate degree
Bachelor degree
Postbaccalaureate certificate
Master's degree
Post-master's certificate
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Doctor's degree - professional practice
Campus setting: Suburb: Midsize
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 40,472 (30,560 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 12 to 1

Southern Utah University
351 West University Blvd, Cedar City, Utah 84720
General information: (435) 586-7700
Website: www.suu.edu/
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: Less than one year certificate
One but less than two years certificate
Associate degree
Bachelor degree
Master's degree
Campus setting: Town: Remote
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 8,881 (8,035 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 18 to 1

University of Kansas
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Strong Hall, 1450 Jayhawk Blvd, Room 230, Lawrence, Kansas 66045
General information: (785) 864-2700
Website: www.ku.edu
Type: 4-year, Public
Awards offered: One but less than two years certificate
Bachelor degree
Postbaccalaureate certificate
Master's degree
Post-master's certificate
Doctor's degree - research/scholarship
Doctor's degree - professional practice
Campus setting: City: Small
Campus housing: Yes
Student population: 27,259 (19,245 undergraduate)
Student-to-faculty ratio: 16 to 1
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